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Bill Cohen, Dave Emery, Mrs. Bickmore, ladies 
and gentlemen: 

It is a very, very great privilege and a very high 
honor to have the opportunity of participating in this 
wonderful function today, not only because of the great 
crowds you have, but the enthusiasm that I detect. 

There is a special dividend about traveling to 
various parts of the country that I haven't been to too 
frequently or too recently in that you see some old and 
very dear friends, people that you worked with, people 
that you have known, individuals with whom you have a very 
fine relationship,or did,over a period of time. 

Let me say at this point it is nice to see Bob 
Hale, who was a real stalwart oldtimer when I came to the 
Congress in January of 19lf.9, and who was very kind and 
friendly and most helpful. Bob, it is good to see you. 

Then there is Stan Tupper, who was extremely· <helpful 
at a time when I dec1ded to make a challenge for the 
Republican leadership in the House of Representatives 
against some considerable odds. Stan was extremely help
ful. 

Stan, I thank you for embarking me on this 
present course. None of us expected it, but you were a 
very important part in it, and I thank you very much. 

I have had the opportunity over a period of time 
and various incidents and capacities to know two of your fine 
Governors -- Governor Cross and Governor Reed, and I thank 
them for the relationship thatI had with them and I thank 
them for thea.r.!"contributions to Maine, as well as to the 
country. 

Very few of you know that I came to Maine for some 
considerable period of time before some of you were born and 
had a very wonderful experience here in your great State. It 
is a pleasure to see an old friend of mine, and his lovely 
wife. Thank you very much for coming, Gardner and Susan. 
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Le t me expres s very deeply and very appr e ciatively the 
over l y generous remarks that Bill Cowen made. I just hope ahd 
t rus t that in the months and ye ars ahead that I can fully 
j ust ify th8 k~nd and very greatly appreciated remarks that he 
made; i n ' ~'h? course of serving some 2 5 years in the House 
o f RcpreG rt a":iv €. s, you get to those that come and those tha.t will 
go rat:hel '['a,pi;:! }' 0;.':1 1 thos e that will stay because they have 
merii.~ ."'.n 't ll-';': »b t; ~~ . "'J do on behalf of the country f ::"\ t 
equally i TPC('-' ...r :lt , the job they wil l do on b~: .al f of t he people 
t hey r epre ',Fo:.t . 

S,:)rr.e peo?l e who ('(l ID to The F"f i ~I'!, tn~y are l ike 
G rE' .l> ·:mnd ].:u.'- :~ ;: ) ~: {::~/ :1";c. ', ;-:.J'j '~ gO \~"~.'Y '~l!~J.!kly. Pui:: Elll 
COWf'~ :: ~ I cl')Ul(. ~~ :.. ... t~1e ),t;. '- ( '.H~ he 'v-'cdked ::.n , .,J·:lS a person who 
ha d greilt: c 3.pabi:t~:ty an h :; has done e verytp.:.'1.g , net 
only up to t he e~~?cctat ':' o:-.~ , but beyor..d the e xpectations that 
I would have a .• t::~cipated and , Bi ll, I t h <:nk you very, very 
mUch. 

And a lthough I was not in the-House o f R~ presentat ives 
when Dave c ame ~md W3.S sworn in , I have had the privilege and 
the opportunity to get to know him and based o~ this bank 
of knowledge that ye u acquir~ if you have been in the House, 
part i cularly in t he l eadership , you can de t ect quality and 
it is my judgntl~nt, Dave, you have a new, young Congress 
man with gr eat qua lity, keep him t here. 

The t hing that I l i ke about both of them, they are 
t eam p l ayel"s. ':'hay ·".l'Or k tc' gether. I have ta l ked to Bill and 
Dave &bout a mc.:tte r t hat t ook great concern, and properly so, 
as f a r as the State of Mai ne is concerned. That is the 50

called 200 mile limit. Now Bill was one of the initiators 
and Dave has carried along with Bill to protect your coast 
and the waters that are adjacent to it. 

I believe in the concept of the 200 mile limit. 

In the Exe~utive Branch we have a little different problem. 

\!~ are in the process and have been for some months of 
negotiating on a worldwide basis a 200 mile limit with a number 
of other very important relationships between countries, 
land and water,in the Law of the Sea Conference. The United 
States is pushing hard, has been, is and will particularly, 
for a 200 mile limit. 

And I just want you to know that people like Bill 

and Dave are leading the fight in this extremely important 

ar e a in the Congress . hile we in the Executive Branch are 

pushing equally strongly in the world forum the accomplishments 

and the achievements of this limit as well as the other 

relat i onships that are so vit al for all of us in t he world 

in which we live. And I thank you, Bill and Dave, f or the work 

you are doing in this regard. 
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I think it is perfectly obvious that I have looked 
forward to coming to Maine for a long, long time. I like 
your people, I love the country, and I am just delighted 
to see what I see here today. 

I am especi,:s.~ly please.d to see so many young 
people in the allt:Lt~nct'~. I 'think that t:tpifies the spirit 
and the actuality of the Re;)ublican P;;'!X'ty in Maine. I 
don It want you to crn;~.s off us oldtimers, but we need 
the young people in 0 \.1.l"political party because they are 
going to be the streng~h, not only in the next election, 
but they are going to embrace and mruce actual the things 
that we believe in, the principles tha.t we espouse and those 
that we are dedicated ~o. 

I think the best illustration of the youth in 
your party is the fact that you have two young Congressmen, 
a yOll.'lg State chairman, a young E:'lecutive Director, 
a State S~l1ate majority, that I am t,)ld is 15 years 
younger on the average than their Democratic counterparts. 

The point.~quite clear: Here in Maine we can 
all say with great pride, Republicans have their eyes 
firmly fixed on the future instead of their feet f~ozen 
in the past. 

Seventy-five years ago, the Speaker of the United 
States House of Representatives, Thomas Brackett Read 
came to this great City of Portland and said -- and here I 
quote -- "Here's to the State of Maine, the land of the 
bluest skies, the greenest earth, the richest air, the 
strongest and, what is better, the sturdiest men, the 
fairest and, what is best of all, the truest women under 
the sun." (Laughter) 

I come to Portland today to second that motion. 

(Laughter) 


I don't think there is a better place than Portland 
and no better way than a good old-fashioned clam bake to 
celebrate the last weekend of summer. I obviously appreciate 
your invitation and thank you for the extremely warm welcome. 

You know, it is easy to see that Maine Republicans 
are enthusiastic, along with a lot of other people in the 
Great State of Maine. It appears to me that this enthusiasm, 
which I think is vital and necessary, not only for the 
Republican Party, but for Maine, and the country, is contageous 
and I congratulate you for it. 

I have seen this kind of enthusiasm as I have been 
privileged to travel around the United States. This enthu
siasm is infectious, and every place I go I like what I see 
as far as the Republican Party is concerned and what I see 
among our fellow Americans generally. If we can keep this 
kind of enthusiasm going for the next 14 months, I predict 
that i976 will be a year of victory for the Republican Party 
in Maine, as well as the United States as a whole, and you 
can lead the pack. 
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Because Kaine has been traditionally a bellweather 
State as far as national politics is c~ncerned, the 
Republican Party here has not only a great opportunity but, in 
my judgment, a great responsibility ...-:to field the best can
didates, to raise the required funds, to develop winning 
issues and to convince the voters that their interests 
and the interests of the Republican Party ~ identical. 

If you would achieve these objecti.es here in Maine, 
the Pinetree St,ate, I predict that the old saying, "As 
Maine goes, so goes the Nation," will once again take its 
rightful place in the language of politics as the accurate 
barometer of America's election contest. 

Now what makes the 1976 election so vitally 
important1 For one thing it will provide the Republican 
Party with an opportunity to again demonstrate that it has the 
strength to survive setbacks, the resolution to arouse this 
Nation to its greataess and the will to win elections. 

With your' help in this bellweather S::ate, we can 
and we will do it ill 1976. 

Even more important, the 1976 election will enable the 
people of this great country to send to Washington more 
Republican Congressmen like Bill Cohen and Dave Emery, who 
I think typi'fy the dedicated ,hard-working ,intelligent 
legislators we need in Washington. They are a part of a 
relatively small minority. They are outnumbered better than 
two to one and that is a hard job. 

I like to think that despite the fact we are 
outnumbered quantitatively, we have the quality and we 
need not only the quality we have but we have to add to the 
quantity •. 

Now you can't do much to change that in Maine, 
except in case Bill might like to be a candidate for another 
office. (Laughter) But let me add a thought parenthetically, 
if I might. Bill and Dave don't always vote the way I would 
necessarily like them to. There is something I believe 
ingrained in. people in Maine of some independence. 
(Laughter) And I respect it. But their primary responsibility 
is to represent the people that they have the honor to 
represent in the State of Maine. And even though I think it 
is of maximum importance that we have a national energy 
program, I understand, I respect their somewhat differing 
view as to how we should implement it as far as Maine and New 
Engl.md is ,·.coneerned. 
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They recognize, as I do, that we have an energy 
problem and it is getting more and more like an energy 
cr1S1S. And if we don't get a settlement in the Middle 
East -- . hopefully we will -- we could have an energy 
crisis of severe magnitude as we did in 1973. 

I recognize, of course, that New England does 
rely more heavily on imported fuel than any other region of 
the country and that your regional economy feels the effects 
of energy disruptions more rapidly and even more severely 
than any other. 

You know as well as Bill and Dave, better than our 
nei~hbors in other areas of the country the importance, the 
absolute necessity of achieving energy independence for 
America. We cannot tolerate being vulnerable to outside 
national interest over which we have no influence. Energy 
must be developed internally, energy must be developed 
from our own r..,?...:ur~U. resources so that America is invulnerable 
to foreign sou.:'ces. 

And you also know that energy is absolutely essential, 
not just for running the machines of industry, but for 
fueling the whole economy of this region as well as the 
Nation. I think all of you fully recognize that a healthy 
economy means more jobs for more people, one of the 
principal concerns of me, as well as Bill and Dave and the 
Congress. 

You know the danger of being at the mercy of some 
force beyond our control. And in this case, in energy, 
it is the Middle East, the OPEC nations. 

I think you understand first hand the inconvenience, 
the uncertainty, even the suffering that that kind of a 
situation can create, where somebody can turn a spigot 
off in the Middle East and we could be in dire trouble. 
And you also know the system -- if I might change the subject 
that the system of checks and balances which this Nation's 
founders wrote into the Constitution 200 years ago wasn't 
designed as a roadblock to progress. 

When I said a year ago that I wanted a good marriage 
with the Congress, I meant it and I still believe it. 
But a good marriage requires the best efforts of both partners 
to make it work. It requires compromise, it requires moderation 
in meeting the problems and the challenges in a marriage or 
in the relationship between the White House and Capitol Hill. 

I must say that so far I have seen little 

compromise and less moderation in the policies and the legis

lative proposals of the Democratic Congress that was sworn in 

in January of this year. 
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What we as a Nation need -- and I say this with 
the deepest sincerity and the strongest conviction 
that I hav.e -- what we need is more of the polities of 
cooperation, not the polities of confrontation. What we need 
is to carve out solutions 80 that our problems can be 
solved. We shouldn't confront just to get political issues: 
for part~san purposes. 

It is my judgment that the American people want action 
not debate, not delay. They want a responsive government 
committed to responsible prbgress. That is exactly what we 
in the Republican Party are' prepared to offer the American 
people. Perhaps more than ,t any time in our Nation's 
his1:ory, our 'P~.rtyts principals and its objectives match 
the hopes and -the aspiratio~s of the American people. Our 
Republican commitment to fi~cal responsibility in Government, 
to a vigorous free enterpri.e system, to a strong 
national defense, one secon4 to none, to local control over 
local matters, ant ·;~O pel."son,al freedom fer the individual. 
These are COm:il:ltmer;ts share~ by the vast majority of the 
American people, and I am sure down Easterners. 

Let's open, as I see it, the party's door to all 
Americans who happen to believe as we do the principals 
that I just set forth, rather than opening that door just 
a crack for a very limited few. Let's work together for a 
common victory rather than working against each other for a 
sure defeat. 

The victory we seek as Republicans is not just a 
Republican victory. It is one we can share easily and 
properly with all the people of Maine and with all Americans. 
It can be a victory of action over apathy, decisiveness over 
delay, confidence over confusion. It can be a victory of 
responsive, responsible government that sees the 
people's needs but does not order people's lives. 

This is the kind of victory that we can work for, 
we are working for, the kind of a victory that will make the 
next four years the best four years for peace, tranquility, 
domestic progress and a renewal of the hopes and the 
aspirations of all that came before us and for the better
ment of all that follow. 

Thank you very much. 

END (AT 2:~1 P.M. EDT) 
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